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1. INp1:  Dear writes of the professionalization of science in the 19th century as “transforming 
… the ways in which natural knowledge was made in Western societies.”  What clues to his 
position on central issues in the philosophy and historiography of science does this sentence 
offer? 

2. INp1:  Dear’s next sentence reads, “But this institutional growth was allowed by, and lent 
itself to, a particular kind of knowledge that stressed the extensive measuring and accounting 
of the world rather than its intensive apprehension.”  What clues to his take on the scientific 
revolution does this sentence offer?  And the following sentence? 

3. INp3:  “Boylean experimental philosophy was not the high road to modern experimentalism; 
it was a detour.”  One focus of the course will be the question whether this judgement is 
correct.  Boyle was the subject (with Hobbes) of Shafer and Schama’s Leviathan and the Air 
Pump—mentioned by Dear on the next page.  This 1985 landmark is the specter that haunts 
Dear’s work. 

4.  INp4:  As we will see, most 17th-century continental “experiments”—including Galileo’s—
were carried out under the aegis of the Aristotelian idea of “how things happen”, and the 
sense of an experiment as “how something had happened on a particular occasion” emerged 
in England, especially in the work of Robert Boyle. 

5. INp6:  Dear gives his definition of an experiment in the first full paragraph on page 6, 
contrasting it with the scholastic concept of experience.  Note the last sentence:  what does it 
mean to “subvert nature”? 

6. Ch1p11-15:  Prior to the 17th century, the Latin words experentia and experimentum had 
meanings that were pretty indistinguishable.  What did they mean?  What was “an 
experience”?  What was its source?  What form did it take in the mind? 

7. Ch1p15-16:  What is induction? 

8. Ch1p16:  Dear writes, “The practice of experimental science was predicated on a different set 
of practical assumptions regarding the relationship between singular experience and universal 
generalizations from those prevalent before the seventeenth century.”  What was the 
relationship between singular experience and universal generalizations before the 17th 
century?  After? 



9. Ch1p17-18:  What does Dear understand Hume’s problem of induction to have been?  What 
words play a key role in the explanation?  To what vocabulary do those words belong?  What 
is Dear’s point? 

10. Ch1p18-21:  What were “monsters”?  What relation did they have to “experience”?  How 
were they treated in scholastic natural philosophy? 

11. Ch1p22-23:  What does it mean to say” … memories that are many in number form a single 
experience”?  What were “phenomena”?  What did “probable” mean?  What was the 
relationship between experience, phenomena, the individual, and the community? 

12. Ch1p25:  Consider Buridan’s “experience” that an arrow shot straight up lands in the same 
spot.  What do you think would actually happen if you did it (many times)?  What role does 
such an assertion play in Buridan’s argument?  Do we use arguments similar to Buridan’s 
today? 

13. Ch1p25:  Consider Dear’s paragraph that begins “In characteristically …” and ends “The 
singular experience could not be evident, but it could provide evidence.”  Much of the book 
(and the course) is devoted to understanding how this came to be the case. 

14. Ch1p26-30:  Section iv delves pretty deeply into scholastic logical methodology.  Can you 
extract the main point that Dear is establishing?  It concerns an ability that the mind was 
presumed to have, a presumption that was maintained into the 1670s.


